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ABSTRACT

The requirements for the next generation of propulsion systems are continually
evolving with changing customer needs. Our industry will compete with highly
integrated propulsion systems that must be cleaner, quieter, and more affordable
than ever before. Technology advances allow engines to provide higher power, be
more fuel efficient, and tolerate operation in hot and harsh conditions. The latest in
aerodynamics, materials / coatings and cooling technology are being applied to a
new generation of turbofan, turboprop, and turboshaft engines to address the
operational needs of the 21st century. Further advances in materials and component
design currently being developed will make the next generation of engines even
more fuel efficient, smaller and lighter. These new requirements are just a few of the
challenges we face in this second century of flight, and the driving force behind our
need to continuously evolve our product offerings and our New Product Introduction
(NPI) process.

BIOGRAPHY OF SPEAKER

Mr John assumed his current position as General Manager, Military
Propulsion Engineering in 2012. In this role, John has engineering
responsibility for all GE Aviation military engines. John joined GE in
1980 where he completed the Edison Engineering program at GE
Space Systems. He began working at GE Aircraft Engines in 1983 in
military turbine design and spent 12 years working as a design
engineer and team leader on the unducted fan engine, the F412, T700
and leaking the F414 High Pressure turbine rotor design. John was the

engineering leader on the T700 growth engine development program, taking the engine
through initial design and test.

He also served as a Master Black Belt for engineering systems design. John led the
engineering effort to obtain FAA certification of the CF34-8C engine, used on regional
jets. Between 2001 and 2006, John managed all engineering efforts on the F414, F404,
TF34, and J85 fielded engines including entry into service of the F414 on the F18E/F.
John was Systems Design manager of the GE38 development program, a new 7500 shp
class turboshaft engine for the CH53k. Prior to taking his current role, John led the
formation of the new Product Engineering Center in Lynn, a group including all the turbo-
machinery design engineers at the GE Lynn site. John has a BA History from University
and MSME from University of Pennsylvania.


